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LATIN AMERICA
 

BACKGROUND
 

A concern for social and econcmic development programs in
 
Latin America which would benefit all segments of society has been
 
voiced by Senator Mansfield who in writing on '2The Basic Problem of
 
Latin America t 
states the problem with insight and claritys 'The

modern Latin American nations bega. &s b&cheas in the New World 
in much the same way as did our original thirteen states but they
have more or less atrophied in thip, forno The returns from exports
wei'e stopped largely at the beachhead citieso This process underlies 
the great concentration of w aJlth in a few hands and the spectacular

growth of some Lat: n Aricam c:-;iea into 141aw of L3ih imdrian
 
in a sea of social stagnation. The social truacture Iaea 
not deliver 
enough; it does not prrvide for a snffi± nent number of people that 
.intangible but essential eloemnt of pr!dsl parti,-i_.p, in in the 
present 'and hope for the futi' e whirh is the keynote of p clitical 
stability. In the past our economic policies in respet to Latin 
America have not been fozued on the problem of the beachhead 
nature of its scf eties 
.We have dabbed at the inner difficulties
 
of the Latin American nations with siiall Point Four programs. Our 
policies encovraging the flow of private U.S. investea-t have had 
the effect of reinforcing the beachheade. Ckly a relative handful 
of Latin Americcns have benefitedo08 

'We not enl;.rge the beachhead e*Yzietie of Latin America 
into truly national democratic statesa Szccess is essential to 
Latin America's future and to the future of this nation0 ' l/ 

Witlin the past year the U.S. hao given beJlated recognition 
to the need ior social development in La.n Amerila through the 
appropriation of $500 million for a Scoisl Development Prgram.
Establishment of this program resulted in the A.ct of Bogota which is the
basic OAS declaration regarding ite The AMt sumorizes the aims of 
social development es immediately emlarging the opportunities of the people

of Latin America for social progress az4 trangthening their hopes
f'r the future0 It points out that emphasis should be givenr to thosa 
measures that meet social needs and also promote increases in pro
ductivity and stz-angthi economi de'elceZ naifesting a recognition 

New YorkTimes aine, December I, J96C. 
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that social development and economic develope.nt are not only compatible
but go hand in hand and must proceed apacee 

Concerning the participation of the rural population in
economic development the OAS Comittee of 21 agreed that improved

technology financing &nd proper land tenurve
. sytesm are not enoughto improve rural life. addition9In conditi.,ns Rhould be established

which enable rural communities. through .mnzaity duvelopment
-.. 

process, to participate actively in imprn,,,ig 
their aio erirrronmentq
The U.S. has indicated full agreement with the gcel of complete
participation of the people in the pro,,ass rf ecomi: and socia!

development and favors the 
"CGmuity Deelpmea.,pr-,,es for
accelerating the rate of. economio progress *.ile at, the same timeestablishing conditions for a fully dem-:aiI way of life by

promoting self-reliance and self-respect among the inhabitants
 
of the rural areaso 

The main deterrent to progran of scisal developmant inLatin Aiaerica has been the la3k of strong leser* dedicated to 
programs that would bring about an er±ihmer:', of the lives of thepeasantry. Latin America has rot had kftgeayaya cr a Nehruo In part
this may be explained by the fact that the tf pr,,sa is only
beginning to come into primacy as a deviate for izstalling nw govern
ments. The social environment with a rmal gaeri,1g elite frm which
political leaders are 
drawn9 the lack of experiencas im the democratic
 
process by all elements of the society and the 
sl"%ciw of economic
and social progress combine to make fcr gez.eroa.y -w .akcalition 
government, unwilling to embark on far.re, hxZ national programs of
economic and social change. Additional faxtiars have beemc, the role of
certain el"aents of the church and the 1pe 'e 
 land. tenure system, 

Regardless of the lack of a fa oras2ls climate .3mnity
development programs have been "andertaka, in o-Z-ain pai,'o of Latin
Americac For example British Guianain under IOA e.pi a community
development prograz, was started with a: ad..sor tationed there from1954 to 1958. While no advisor is now pzresent t,e Governnwnt of
British Guiana continued this program and ICA 3 n ,rw prcsiding
assistance through the provision of trainin, grants Ln the U.S. aid
third countries for persons associated with vmrn,.ity development, Underthe Ministry of Social Welfare in Panama a ,mal field program utiLlizing
paid village workers is in foros in five p'0.n"es 0 Community
Development advisor is currently statiined in Pant&, The largest
effort now underway in Latin Ameri,a i, in Brv-,-L rm. advisor is' o.e
stationed. The Brazil program which ia in the initial stage ofimplementation involves a U.S. eoja.itributiox, cf $t'A19CO for (1) a program
for the teaching of the social scienies throah 4, ui iversity contract 
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and (2) holding of a National Seminar of developmental agencies todefine the role of each in rural development and to establish
guidelines for greater cooperation in programs designed to reach

the rural population* The Servicio Social Rural has 
held shorttraining courses for commnity workers and supervisors now irorking
in the field Eucador, with UN assistance, is attempting to
develop a national community development program as a complimentary

activity to agrarian reform* Bolivia., again with UN aasistance,
is 'rying to move toward a national programo heoicc has a number
of uncoordinated programs 
 aimed at improvement of rural lifeo
Jamaica has an ongoing rural community development program and theU.S. is assisting the government in starting an urban community
development program in connection with sIm clearance in KingstonaColombia, with assistance from the UN, National Federation ofCoffee Growers, CARF.the Peace Corps is embarking on a national programoVenezuela has a small community development activity in CORDIPAN andthe President of Venezuela, in addressing the National Congress,

stated quite precisely the 
role of community deelapmsetg 

"The immediate objectives of these programs are to stimulatethe spirit of progress in the population, to create habits ofcooperative action, to create new sources of labor that would permitobtaining greater income and. finally, strengthen autonomons legalgovernment that will be the expression of a democratic process, theessence of community develoment0 Programs of community developmenthave great importance within integrated economic planning, becausethey awaken individual initiative and promote antive participation
of the community in the realization of works and projects makingmaximum use of financial and human resources, avhieving at the sametime organic interrelation between economic and ccial development.n 

DISCUSSION 

In Latin America efforts to establish national communitydevelopment programs have been generally unavailingo The majorityof Latin America countries gained their independen ,e a century agoin contrast to countries in other regions of the world which havegained independence since W II In the periol -ir.c independencethey have developed group, 'with deep-,octed vested inte:rests which are not easily disestablishedo Thee they have lacked the stimulusof recent independence to conaideration of the "rising expe.ctationsmof their peoplea In those cases where governmxen .ffials made their 



own interpretation of community development ad its contribution to
the development of self-government at the 
local level, they feared
it because of the effect on veoted interests. In part the lack-ofunderstanding by host countries of community development and thelack of awareness by the various USOMS of its role in development

has been the absence of conrmnity development advisorao
 

With the advent of Castroism and its identification withthe cause of the poverty etriaken masses, programs such as community
development, which seek Athin a rnermiegive framework to improve
the conditions of living of the mijority of the population and to
bring them into a positi:'e associatOi with the state, have added
 urgency. To forego the develqrient of the masses idrthin the compass
of the democratic prooess 
leaves ultlately only the Castro citernative,
which is untenebleo 

There has been iterest :i the zomsixity developmenttechnique -;y professtonal groupo iW Latin America but planning on
 a national scale hus been lacking0 In the prevailing climate inLatin Amevd.ca it is not possible t3 mount national programs in allcountries. The -%hoice i, to seleut one or two 'ountries where
goveimment is favorablu and action to date indicates that cooperative
efforts lilI achiere meaingful results - resullts that might
influence neighboring 
states within the region as has been the casewith the Philippines &adIndia in the Far East and South Asiae 

Colombia and Brazil have 
not 

been eele.ted as countries thatonly satisfy this condition but where the need is paramounte 

COLOMBIA
 

Colombia is by far the most popu!c'as nation in theCaribbean area, With its fifteen milliov, people. Colombia has twicethe population of Cuba or Venezuela. or apprecinaftly the same number
of people as all the other independent caantris 
 of the Caribbeans
Colombia's popilation is increasing, more'mve: at the rate of approxi
)%ately 3 per cent arnually, a rats of gr-th among the highest in 
the wo%-lde 

In the last few decades +h oial situation in Colombiahas been g&eatly aggravated with viclencc iL the i-izal areas becominga major problem, lliteracy is 43 psr ve.sr3 ar n'o.clombia is one ofthe few countries in the world where illitea-y a-tually is increasing* 
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Per capita iicome is less than $5.00 weekly and over the last two years 
has been increasing at a rate of only a penny a day* The USOM concludes 
that a great proportion of the people live a subhuman existence and 
urges that a wide plan of soial investment basedl on external financial 
assistance be undertaken immediatelyo The problem is that if the 
foremost primary U.S. objective in Cd1ombia9 that of maintaining 
political stability9 is to be reachedq Colombia must make a number of 
social changes which may not be in the immediats interest of the ruling 
elite. Institution of an extensive, gove emt-upported community
development program, with U.S. finanzia. and technical support may
form part of the answer to Colombiags problemso 

Recently the Government of Colombia established by
decree within the Ministry of Government, the senior ministry, a 
Division of Community Action with national responsibility for community
development. Operating funds have been provided and b0sic staff is
in the process of selection0 The new division will also assume certain 
responsibilities vis-a-vis the National Planning Board for regional
planning and urban developmento In conjmnction with GOC action the 
National Federation of Coffee Groirs has apprmad a program of economic 
and social development apprc!mating U10 9 00,00W; pesos, of which fifty
million has already been allocatedo Among the activities to be under
taken are a loan fund, a development fund9 ani a program of village 
development. The Federation's commaity development activity is to 
be carried out in close alliance with the Division of Community Action. 

The Federation gained many of its ideas regarding
community development through observation of Community Development 
programs in the Philippines and Irano These observations, which were 
in part underwritten by CARE, represent the first awareness by 
Colombians that ICA does participate in country cckmnity development 
efforts, financially and technically* CARE staffed and financed in 
part a three-man survey which established the framework for coimmity
development and led to its becoming a national unde4.aklingo CARE has 
entered into a contract with the National Federation of Coffee Growers 
to provide a three man staff to assist in the launching of the program.
In this connection 60 Peace Corps Vclunteers will b sent to Colombia 
under contract with CARE to assist in marlig the program to the rural 
areas. 

The Community Development Division believes that an 
opportunity exists in Colombia for the U.S, to establieh effectivean 
posture toward the Government of Colwbia attenT a . determination 
to undertake a national program of commulty actLon leading to 
accelerated social and economic develorment. In addition to government 



efforts there is, also, participation by the private seotor, 
Muchneeds to be done to coordinate these efforts and the UoSo.experience

could lead the way, U.S. asso;iation is not only beneficial from
the standpoint of assistance to the Governme' 
':,f Colombia but in
 
terms of the U.S. position in Latin America. Perforce, if this
development activity is a successful one ita rardfications will extendbeyond the borders of Colcmbia., becoming an e:ample of international 
cooperation for economic and social development as TwalJ as an

example of government and business aocperatiom tWorid this end.
 

BRAZIL
 

With its large populatio-m of sixty-two million,its burgeoning young industrial growthp Brazil is the foremost 
and 

nation of South America* 
Her stature, however, (Brazil's GNP for

1960 is estimated at $14o2 billion) can not conceal serious internal
 
weaknesseso Average per capita income ia only $,O00 wekly and
increasing at the rate of 10 
 a veeko In addition. as the USOM points

out, the middle groups so importan to a democratic state, are Just

beginning to emerge. 
Brazil's progress has been hi-ndered not only by
economic factors such as inflation, but also by the mition s rigid

social structure. 
Most of the leading groups in ponblic life have not
recognized the necessity to assume civic responsibilities to solve

fundamental political, economic, and social problemso 
Resistance by
these groups to constructive ohange has bean a p.dIimar 
 factor preventing

extension of education, health, and agric.ultural services to the mass of
the people. Educational resources 
Ar( severely limited yt those that

do exist primarily benefit a limited number of upper-tlass studentse
The lower schools am organized only to sift, out upper-,ilass candidates
for an anachronistic, no-utilitarian brand of higher eofftation. 

The historical elite retains pvwce today in Brazilespecially in the northeastern region, eti-m Mta h warme off than
other parts of the nationo The Northeast, cmnpriesZ only 15 percent of Brazil's total area, contains one-third of the Brazilian people,

who receive approximately 15 per cent of Brazil's , Per capita
income is one-third of the national average. Recogai ig the explosiveproportions of the problem, in the Northeaet, the Go rmeit of Brazilin 1959 set up a separate organization : .rd eeLament of this areao
Recognizing, however, the soial, especially r .raM9
problems of Brazil
 
as a whole, an ICA consultant re1onmcidd a natiodi, commnity
development program for Brazil. He =rged hu3iding Tp B'aille eduational 
resources in social ocience and prcpoed a co=mr.=ity dw'elopment staff 
to work with Brazil's R-sl Social Servi.cn 
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The present ICA program in Bral i- large. TC funds 
for FY 1962 wil be about $10 million. The present Community Development 
program, however, provides only one Commity IDelopment advisor and 
the recommended contract to stieiata tra:i1nng in social science. The 
USOM does have, however, tentative plans for a Northeast Brazil
 
development project.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

Programs of community development are needed in Latin America
 
to facilitate and energize efforts toward economi;, social and political
 
development. The small magnitude of current community development
 
activity is due in part to the absence of advisors and unawareness or
 
lack of appreciation by ICA staff of its role in the development process.
 
Under these circumstances the establiohmeant of country interest and 
understanding has been difficulto
 

There are in Latin America ongoing prcgrama of omwuity 
development. In the main these are smzll pr:grams concerned with 
particular areas or proble.m in the -,ountry of locationo They do 
represent positive beginningo that. ehovd be n crzPed0 A c,-olary 
effort should be started by eendinj Taio Lzt m Ameri,.a leaders to 
the U.S. and to third ncuntriea having hationt! p.ogram to observe the 
community development process in action. The effiuacy of this approach
 
is proven by the Colombian experienceo
 

RECOMMENDATIONS
 

It is recommended that in Latin America U.S. policy be to 
concentrate major community developmeml,' efforts in CGlC'mbia and Brazil. 
These countries are selected in terma of (1) theis .,raual influence 
on other Latin American uountries and (2) eden*m thit their govermments 
are desirous of mounting programs that will d.t ffivly with 
rural poverty and the proble , of s i ohangNeGd In. BraiL it is further 
recommended that a northest% derelopmey;,, p:rogrxt -i f,.u d feasible, 
should be a coordinated project akin to. ,u t der JCRReL 

in Taiwan or the pe fo rather thanconcentrated EARIS Lm te UAIR, a 
straight-line commnity delopmen ope't;on0 

In addition to the &stabliil.a:ze o& programs 1m 
Colombia and Brazil it should be U.S. pzC i;,y t ,! ag ,urrant 
community deve!.spme.T'L a ,;t:L'ities in LatM , an& pzvlde ccmmity 
development advisors 6.e nationl pr: grzi: v !X-hing attempted such 
as in Colombia and Ecuadr.- It ia a! , that, a multi-country 



technician be based in Central America to be available to work in any

country in the areavhen advice and guidance 
 in the establishment of 
programs is desired. Fo-4 example such a person could explore certain
indications of C.D. type activity in Honduras, Guatemala, and El
Salvador* In regard to specific countries, the efforts in Panama,
which have seen aaceptance by government should be continued and
expanded when necessary, In Surinam beginning efforts are taking shape
in terms of a rural development programs these should be continued. 
Provided the Government of British Guiana requests it, the services
of a community development advisor should be reinstituted. Presently
the government is carrying the program forward without advisory
assistance* In Chile, Peru and Costa Rica where ICA and University
consultants have recommended that community development staff be
assigned efforts should be undertaken to establish advisory support
leading to pilot community development programso 
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LATIN AMERICA
 

BACKGROUND
 

A concern for social and economic developaent programs in
 

Latin America which would benefit all segments of society has been
 

voiced by Senator Mansfield who in writing on t'The Basic Problem of
 

Latin America." states the problem with insight and clarity: 'The
 

modern Latin American nations began as beachheads in the New World
 

.nmuch the same way as did our original thirteen states but they
 

have more or less atrophied in this form. The returns from exports
 

were stopped largely at the beachhead cities. This process underlies
 

the great concentration of wealth in a few hands and the spectacular
 

growth of some Latin American cities into islands of lush modernism
 

in a sea of social stagnation. The social structure does not deliver
 

enough; it does not provide for a sufficient number of people that
 

intangible but essential element of prideful participation in the
 

present and hope for the future which is the keynote of political
 

stability. In the past our economic policies in respect to Latin
 

America have not been focused on the problem of the beachhead
 

nature of its societies. We have dabbed at the inner difficulties
 

of the Latin American nations with small Point Four programs. Our
 

policies encouraging the flow of private U.S. investment have had
 

the effect of reinforcing the beachheads. Only a relative handful
 

of Latin Americans have benefited.'
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'We must enlarge the beachhead societies of Latin America 

into truly national democratic states. Success is essential to 

Latin America's future and to the future of this nation.'l/ 

Within the past year the U.S. has given belated recognition 

to the need for social development in Latin America through the 

authorization of a $500 million Social Development Program. Establish

ment of this program resulted in the Act of Bogota which is the basic 

OAS declaration regarding it. The Act summarizes the aims of social 

development as immediately enlarging the opportunities of the people
 

of Latin America for social progress and strengthening their hopes 

for the future. It points out that emphasis should be given to those 

measures that meet social needs and also promote increases in pro

ductivity and strengthen economic development, manifesting a recognition 

that social development and economic development are not only compatible
 

but go hand in hand and must proceed apace.
 

Concerning the participation of the rural population in
 

economic development the OAS Committee of 21 agreed that improved 

technology, financing and proper land teninre systems are not enough
 

to improve rural life. In addition., conditions should be established
 

which enable rural camunities, through the comunity development 

process, to participate actively in improving their own environment. 

The U.S. has indicated full agreement with the goal of complete 

participation of the people in the process of economic and social 

YNew York Times Magazine, December 4, 156C. 
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development and favors the "Community Development process" for
 

accelerating the rate of economic progress while at the same time
 

establiihing conditions for a fully democratic way of life by
 

promoting self-reliance and self-respect among the inhabitants
 

of the rural areas.
 

The main deterrent to programs of social development in
 

Latin America has been the lack of strong leaders dedicated to 

programs that would bring about an enrichment of the lives of the
 

peasantry. Latin America has not had a Magsaysay or a Nehru. In
 

part this may be explained by the fact that the elective process
 

is only beginning to come into primacy as a device for installing
 

new governments. The social environment with a amall governing
 

elite from which political leaders are drawn, the lack of experience
 

in the democratic process by all elements of the society and the
 

slow pace of economic and social progress combine to make for generally
 

weak coalition government, unwilling to embark on far-reaching nationaJl
 

programs of economic and social change. Additional factors have been
 

the role of certain elements of the church and the oppressive land
 

tenure system.
 

Regardless of the lack of a favorable climate tcommunity
 

development programs have been undertaken in certain parts of Latin
 

America. For example in British Guiana under ICA auspices a aomurnity 

development program was started with an advisor stationed there from
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1954 to 1958. While no advisor is now present the Government of 

British Guiana continued this program arid ICA is now providing 

assistance through the provision of training grants for persons 

associated with community development in the U.S. and third countries, 

Under the Ministry of Social Welfare in Panama a small field program
 

utilizing paid village workers is in force in fivre provinces. One 

Comrunity Development advisor is currently stationed in Panama. The
 

largest effort now underway in Latin America is in Brazil where one 

advisor is stationed. The Brazil program which is in the inibial 

stage of implementation involves a U.S. contribution of $708,000 

for (1)a program for the teaching of the social sciences t"rough 

a university contract and (2)a program of community development 

in one area of Brazil yet to be selected, Mexico and Jamaica also 

have ongoing programs of coma'nity development. Of interest are 

recent surveys undertaken through the auspices of the UN in 

Ecuador and Venezuela, which have resulted in recommendations
 

that community development programs be started. While there is
 

no indication of government institution of a community development
 

program the President of Venezuela, in addressing the Iational
 

Congress, stated quite precisely the role of community development
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"The immediate objectives of these programs a to 

stimulate the spirit of progress in the population, to create habits 

of cooperative action, to create new sources of labor that would 

permit obtaining greater incme and, finally, strengthen autonomous 

legal government that will be the expression of a democratic process, 

the essence of community development. Programs of community develop

ment have great importance within integrated economic planning, 

because they awaken individual initiative and promote active partici

pation of the community in the realization of works and projc:ts 

making maximum use of financial and human resources . achieving at 

the same time organic interrelation between economic and social 

development." 

DISCUSSION
 

In Latin America efforts to establish national canmunity 

development programs have been generally unavailing. The majority 

of Latin America countries gained their independence a century ago 

in contrast to countries in other regions of the world which have 

gained independence since WW II. In the period since independence 

they have developed groups with deep-rooted vested interests which 

are not easily disestablished. Thus they have lacked the Atimulus 

of recent independence to stimulate consideration of the "rising 

expectations" of their people. In those cases where government 

officials made their own interpretation of community development 
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and its contribution to the development of self-government at the 

local level feared it because of the effect on vested interests. 

In part the lack of understanding by host countries of community 

development and the lack of awareness by the various USOMS of its 

role in development has been the absenco of community development 

advisors. 

With the advent of Castroism, however, and its identification 

ith the cause of the poverty stricken ma sses, programs such as 

community development, which seek within a permissive framework 

to improve the conditions of living of the majority of the 

population and to bring them into a positive association with the 

state have added urgency. To forego the development of the masses
 

within the compass of the democratic process leaves ultimately only
 

the Castro alternative, which is untenable.
 

There has been interest in the community development
 

technique by professional groups in Latin America but planning on 

a national scale has been lacking. In the prevailing climate in 

Latin America it is not possible to mount national programs in all 

countries. The choice is select one or two countries where government 

is perceived as favorable and action to date indicates that cooperative 

efforts will achieve meaningful results, Results that might influence 

neighboring states within the region as has been the case with the 

Philippines and India. 
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Colombia and Brazil have been selected as countries that
 

not only satisfy this condition but where the need is paramount.
 

COLOMBIA
 

Colombia is by far the most populous nation in the 

Caribbean area. With its fifteen million people, Colombia has twice 

the population of Cuba or Venezuela, or approximately the same number 

of people as all the other independent countries of the Caribbean,
 

Colombia' s population is increasing, moreover,, at the rate of approxi

mately 3 per cent annually, a rate of growth among the highest in 

the world. 

In the last few decades the social situation in Colombia 

has been greatly aggravated with violence in the rural areas becoming 

a major problem, Illiteracy is 43 per cent and Colombia is one of 

the few countries in the world where illiteracy actually is increasing. 

Per capita income is less than $5.00 weekly and over the last two years 

has been increasing at a rate of only a penny a day. The USOM concludes
 

that a great proportion of the people live a subhuman existence an
 

urges that a wide plan of social irvestments based on external
 

financial assistance be undertaken immediately. The problem is that 

if the foremost primary U.S. objective in Colombia, that of maintairting 

political stability, is to be reached, Colombia must make a number of 

social changes which may not be in the immediate interest of the ruling 
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elite. Inbtitution of an extensive. government-sppoted tonnuity 

development program, with U.S. financial and techydIcal iupport may 

form part of the answer to Colombia's problems. 

Recently the Government of Colombia establishrd by 

decree within the Ministry of Governments the senior ministry: a 

Division of Community Action with national responsibility for 

community development. Operating funds have been prorided and 

basic staff is in the process of saelection. The mew division will 

also assume certain responsibilities vis-a-v-ie the National. Planning 

Board for regional planning and urba-n develcpment, In conjunction 

with GOC action the National Federation of Coffee Grawers has approved 

a program of economic and social development approximating 210000000 

pesos, of which fifty million has already been allocated. Among the 

activities to be uidertaken are a Loan fund, a development fund, and 

a program of village developer:t. The Federation's community 

development activity is to be er-ried out AY) cP.Lose alliance With 

the Division of Community Aotiono 

The Federation gained many of its ideas regarding 

community development through observation of Community DeVelopment 

programs in the Philippines and Ira-. These observations., which 

were in part underwritten by CARE. represent the first awareness by 

Colombians that ICA does participate in countxy co m nity development 
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efforts, financially and technically, CARE al8o staffed and financed 

in part a three-man survey which established the framework for community 

development and led to its becoming a national undertaking. 

CDD believes that an opportunity exists in Colombia for 

the U.S. to establish an effective postar,- toward the GOC attempt and 

determination to undertake a national program of oommunity action 

leading to accelerated social and ecorncnc development. In addition 

to government efforts there is, also, participation by th. private 

sector, U.S. association is not only beneficial from the standpoint 

of assistance to the GOC but in terms of the U.S. position in Latin 

America. Perforce, if this development activity is a successful one 

its ramifications will extend beyond the borders of Colombia., becoming 

an example of international cooperation for economic and social develop

ment as well as an example of government and business cooperation 

toward this end. 

BRAZIL 

With its large population of sixty-two million, and its 

burgeoning young industrial growth. Brazil is the foremost nation of 

South America. Her stature, however., (Brazil's GNP for 1960 is estimated 

at $14.2 billion) can not conceal serious internal weakreases. Average 

per capita income is only $4.00 weekly and increasing at the rate of 

l0 a week. In addition, as the US0M points out. the middle groups so 
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important to a democratic state are just beginning to emerge. Brazills 

progress has been hindered not only by economic fastors such as inflation, 

but also by the nation'a rigid social structure. Most of the leading 

groups in public life have not recognized the necessity to assume civic 

responsibilities to solve fundamental political., economic., and social 

problems. Resistance by these groups to constructive change has been 

a primary factor preventing extension cf education., hea th., and ag...

cultural services to the mass of the people. Educationa1 r'e:ources 

are severely limited; yet those that do exi.st primarily benefit a 

limited number of upper-class students. The lower schools are 

organized only to sift out upper.-class candidates for an wachrordstic. 

non-utilitarian '--and of higher education. 

The historical elite retains power today in Brazil 

especially in the northeastern region a section imch off thanworse 

other parts of the nation. The Northeast., comprising only 2.5 per' 

cent of Brazil t s total area., contains one-third of the RtaiLirn 

people, who receive approximately 1.5 per cent of Bra il's income. 

Per capita income is one-third of the national average, Recog1iing 

the explosive proportions of the problem in the Northeast the GOB 

in 1959 set up a separate organization for development of this area. 

Recognizing, however, the social, especia .y ruai', problems of 

Brazil as a whole, an ICA consultant re(.opnended a ratiormids ccmvmunity 
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development program for Brazil. He urged building up Bra i s educational 

resources in social science and proposed a commmuity development staff 

to work with Brazil's Rural Social ServIces. 

The present ICA program in Brazil is large. TC funds 

for FY 1962 will be about $10 million. The present Comunity Development 

program, however, provides only one Community Development advisor and 

the recommended contract to stimulate training in soci&i. science. The 

USM does have, however, tentative plans for a Northeas5 Bjzil deelop

ment project. 

CONCLUSIOW 

Programs of community development are needed in Latin America 

to facilitate and energize efforts toward economicg social and political 

development. The small magnitude of current community development 

activity is due in part to the absence of advisors and unawareness
 

or lack of appreciation by ICA staff of its role in the developmenb
 

process. With this U.S. attitude perforce the establishment of
 

country interest and understanding has been difficul.,
 

There are in Latin America ongoing programs of community 

development. In the main these are small progrmni concerned with 

particular areas or problems in the country of location. They do 

represent positive beginnings that should be mnu-ured. A corollary 

effort should be started by sending various Latin America. leaders 
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to the U.S. and third countries having national programs to observe 

the community development process in actidn. The effiea7y of this 

approach is proven by the Colombian experience. 

RECOMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that in Latin America U.S. policy be to 

concentrate major community development efforts in Colombia and Brazil. 

These countries are selected in terms of (I) their eventual ihfluence 

on other Latin American countries and (2) evidence that their governments 

are desirous of mounting programs that will deal effectively with rural 

poverty and the problems of social change. In Brazil it is furthez, 

recommended that a northeast development program., if found feasible, 

should be a coordinated project akin to rural development under JCRR 

in Taiwan or the concentrated EARIS project in the UAR, rather than 

a straight-line community development operation. 

In addition to the establishment of national programsw in 

Colombia and Brazil it should be U.S. policy to continue current 

community development activities in Latin America. To overcome the 

lack of community development advisory staff in many of the countries 

it is recommended that a multi-.country technici&n e based in one 

country to be available to live in three others when 6dvh:e and 

guidance in the establishment of programs ie desired, For example 

such a person could explore certain indirations of C.D. type 

activity in Honduras and Guatemala. 
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In regard to specific countries the efforts in Panama. which have 

seen acceptance by government should be continued and expanded when
 

necessary. In Surinam beginning efforts are taking shape in terms 

of a rural development program; these should be continued. Provided 

the government of British Guiana requests, the services of a 

community development advisor should be reinstituted. Presently the
 

government is carrying the program forward without advisoxj assistance. 

In Chile, Peru and Costa Rica where ICA and University oonsw.1.ants 

have recommended that community development staff be assigned efforts 

should be undertaken to establish advisory support leading to pilot 

community development programs. The Prime Minister of Jamaica., 

which has a community development program, recently requested U°So
 

action. This request should be acted on affirmatively.
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